
ARM 

-- notes on talk with Randolph Vigne 
-- has a bad memory. 
- born 1928 -- stocks becoming politically aware in 1948. Typical off his generation. We would 
long 
run South Africa we thought as previous English speakers had with a few special afrikaners. 
This was 
not to be. He was at Oxford between 1948 and 1949. He re calls observing the Torch 
Commando. In General Was Very Turned off by Apartheid. He Joined the Liberal Party in 1953. 
He 
Was Opposed to the Communist Party Because of the Show Trials and What Had Happened in 
Eastern Europe. The Key Books That Influenced Him Was The God That Failed. He Came to 
England in 1956 on a Kind of Sabbatical after Having Worked with a Publishing Firm for a 
Number of 
Years. 
- the Visit to England Helped Give Him Prospective It Was There That He Decided to Go Back 
and 
Get Involved. 
-- He Had Worked Previously for Maskew Miller in Cape Town. It Was a Good Life, Quite 
Social. He 
Followed Politics but in a General Kind of Way Although He Had Joined the Liberal Party in 
1953. 
Going Out Of the Country Had Been Decisive. 
-- He Had Gotten Married on the Day That the Liberal Party Was Formed in 1953 That Is in 
England. 
Interestingly, on His Return He Had Flown from Jana Spurred to Cape Town in a Sky Master .. 
On the 
Plane There Was Leslie Rubin. It Was This Conversation Which Had Gotten Him Active in a 
Decisive 
Way. 
- the Liberal Party Had Been Active in Cape Town but Mainly around Elections. It Was Very 
Conservative. The Key Members Were Actually Rob a Ridiculous. 
-- the 1958 Election Was Also Decisive. The whole thing appeared ridiculous and it became 
clear that 
if the Liberal party did not really get cracking it was time to pushoff. 
- the arrival of Patrick Duncan in Cape Town added a new stimulus-so they saw "a small 
glimmer of 
hope" 
- but the turning point came after Sharpevile and a crushing on wall opposition. It became clear 
that 
all attempts at bringing about change through, for example, extraparliamentary activity was 
hopeless. 
-- it was clear that the only way of "getting rid of the system was to attack it ahead on". 
- oddly although the Cape Town liberals had been perhaps the most active in what was going 
on in 
Cape Town after the Sharpevile massacre, none of the Cape Town liberals were in fact arrested, 
including Randolph. 
-then he says, John Lang appeared know from Johannesburg -- the latter is a quote - but "we 
had 
already heard whispers that something was a forked -- not necessarily sabotage -- not 
necessarily 
sabotage but "other things"". He says, there was strange goings-on, for instance that strange 
affair of 
the arrest of the fellow coming out of Swaziland. (At this point the tape loses some of the 
conversation so that the discussion of what happened in Swaziland is gone and and a lot of 



other 
discussions seems to disappear as well since when the tape resumes it appears that we were 
discussing how AD. got involved in the ARM. Apparently before that we had been discussing 
the 
meeting at the Cox house -- the discussion resumes with the word sabotage). 
-- then there's some discussion about the fact that he and I presume the people associate with 
him 
had in a hushed archway started talking about sabotage. 
- (then there is a further problem with the tape -- there's mention of the fact that Eddie was 
probably 
recruited by the person that is mentioned in the damaged tape and then suddenly in the 
discussion 
resumes about matters of structure). 
-Randolph says that he thinks there were about 20 people involved in Cape Town - can't recall 
any of 
them been black. 
- Randolph's or believes that Watson either got or went up to give training in Johannesburg. 
He 
stayed with the Prager's. 
- notes Fred Prager was never a member of the ARM. But he was even on it. 
- I ask him how he fells, personally about being involved in sabotage. Fear? Etc. he said that 
they 
were very much aware of the death penalty which was under debate just when the organization 
started. So that really up the ante. 
-- we then moved onto a discussion of Yussef Omar. He was any colleague of Cox. He was 
walking 
along one day with a suitcase fill of dynamite when by sheer chimes the police pulled him over -
black 
man carrying a suitcase its ever go - and his hand shook so severely that they became 
suspicious 
took them been discovered the dynamite. Despite a very brutal treatment, torture and solidly 
confinement he kept his story that he was merely carrying the suitcase for somebody else and 
the 
luckily because the law hadn't been changed he was given one year. Apparently he was in with 
Sobukwe and Mandela - that is before a ROBBIN ISLAND. 
-- and we see a he says they prided themselves on taking very very good security measures. 
This 
despite all the rubbish that appeared after the trials. He says nobody knew who they were. He 
says 
they were very successful. This is reflected also in the fact that M. K. to credit for some of the 
ARM 
early actions. He stresses that this was all seen as TRAINING and that these would just the 
"early 
days". Getting to grips with how to do it. . 
- we then turned to the meeting at the Cox house. I ask whether there was a program that they 
had. 
There was no program. But there was "a very general agreement". He does not recall whether 
Hirson 
presented any kind of socialist manifesto that he does remember that no such thing was 
adopted. 
But he feels that two points with central to their thinking. One was that the ANC and M. K. Were 
Closed Shops. Poqo was even more so added. Moreover, they were very dissatisfied with the 
way 
that the leadership -the politicians called the shots -- made the decisions-and the members - the 
cannon fodder went to the wall. The way they were run was unsatisfactory, they were inefficient 
and 



untrained. They felt that by having an organization that was effective -- that would win its spurs 
by its 
actions and thus get leverage and some influence on the political developments and hop and 
ultimately provide a bridge between the two organizations and bring them together. At that time 
with a 
crushing on the ANC and PAC there was a strong feeling that unity was essential and the word 
was 
coming from those people who were imprisoned that something must be done to bring about 
unity. 
'There was the feeling that I highly professional, skilled sabotage group could become 
successful and 
been known as such -- even if totally mysteriously they didn't know who we were -- was the only 
way 
we would get in and a) exert authority within the political movements and b) ultimately form a 
united 
"thing" - none of which of course happened". 
-People's previous political affiliations didn't matter. All the people in the group trusted one 
another 
and has Randolph says it did in fact workout. (Although he believes that they worked ante or 30 
people at the meeting which is clearly wrong}. He remembers Omar being at the meeting and 
also 
Higgs being there but then mistakenly things that Harris might also be in there. There were no 
"takers" 
for violence against persons - not even discussed -- but apparently there was some concern 
about 
taking great care not to ensure that innocent people would be injured. The main discussion was 
of 
what sorts of targets they would pick and how they would link up around the country. This kind 
of 
discussion more than (he chuckles) what the future constitution of South Africa was going to be. 
That 
was staged 10. 
- Baruch and Rhoda Prager used to from time to time bring up the question of the need for a 
political 
program. But the general feeling that was that the first priority was to establish a going 
organization. 
- "I think what united all of us was that we will all out in the cold". That is outside of the ranks of 
the 
ANC and PAC and we didn't think we could rely on either of them. Meanwhile the Liberal party 
was 
dying a quiet death. Yhey did not feel that the Liberal party could get anywhere. 
- he notes a how financially strapped they were and how the money had to come out of their 
own 
pockets. He compares this to nowadays with it seems to be tons of money available for this kind 
of 
thing all over the show. The exception was Accra. This feeling was in that there was rumored 
information about money from Accra but nothing definite. Later on contact was made with other 
groups like an Italian Trotskyites group. Vigne also contacted the year and Swedes, namely the 
chap 
called Per Westergaard who became very important in the anti-apartheid movement of but he did 
not 
reply to the request for funds. 
-interesting how us was the connection between different members are the ARM in the early 
days -
thus Vigne says "we probably had some idea that there was the Accra connection" . 
Vigne says flatly that Lang embezzled some of the money. 



He says to that involvement in the NCR took up a lot of time. But he did not say what he had 
spent on 
r that is time. -he mentions recruiting but then says that Neville Rubin was much involved in this 
and 
that Rubin recruited Leftwich I then mentioned that I'd heard that driver and Rubin had had great 
second thoughts about Leftwich - is apparent strange relations with his parents etc. but Vigne 
says 
that nobody told him about this at that time. I asked about the Danziger experiment. Vigne had 
heard 
how during this experiment Leftwich had allegedly broken down become a groveling idiot 
begging for 
cigarettes. But Vigne feels that all this was built up into a thing of significance in the post ARM. 
period. He just things that Leftwich was a compulsive smoker E. G. begging for cigarettes at one 
of 
the liberal party the summer school events and does not attribute much importance to it. 
-- in fact Vigne feels that Leftwich was incredibly strong and capable and in fact does not believe 
Alan 
Paton story that he had once approached Leftwich and said if you are involved in . something 
that we 
don't want to know about I think you should get out because you're not suited for it he was said 
Vigne 
the one the most members would have voted the most perfect for the job. He adds another term 
praise which I can't recall . 
-to people who were members of the liberal party the idea was that they were supposed to 
withdraw 
from the party especially if they were on its executive but to do so slowly so as not to raise 
suspicion. 
This was partly a matter of on a because they did not want to involve the Liberal party. Vigne 
was 
banned the beginning of 63. This gave them more time to work with the ARM that limited him 
because 
he was not allow to be with more than two people at any one time. 
-- he tells the amusing story of the time that he Leftwich, Watson and perhaps Schneider went 
down 
to Llandudlo -- then a very small com to munity or for a meeting down at the rocks and after their 
meeting and they were leaving to go back to their cars who they come across about the 
Hoffenberg's 
and Paton having a picnic. 
-Side Two 
-- we then discussed the four actions he believes that that had been undertaking in the Cape. 
These 
were a the Peninsula Railway explosion; the Simons town mast; the Constantia Railway?; and a 
Pilon. They did not seem to have wanted to maintain some kind of momentum. The first one 
was a 
done from the ground up and was for training. For the rest there were endless discussions about 
targets. Maximum impact. "Each one got bigger than the one before but we never got to the 
point of 
having the confidence to do it on a big scale" 
- then of course at least in the Cape There Was Always the Problem of Getting Dynamite. This 
was 
not so much a problem in the Transvaal of course but it was a difficulty in the Cape. Then 
mentions 
that the Bermans had sent plastic over from Britain. Getting explosives was a "constant 
preoccupation". There was no special expertise available although he mentions that Dennis 
Higgs a 
was very important in developing timers. 



-- "we were absolute amateurs" this was starting something from scratch. They will also doing 
something very dangerous since they couldn't practice on mock dynamite. The whole thing was 
very 
hazardous 
-- re feelings Vigne remembers one Sunday morning sitting on the rocks with Leftwich at Bantry 
Bay 
and Leftwich said to him "shouldn't we pack it in" Randolph says that he was suspicious of 
Leftwich's 
ambitions and thought that perhaps Leftwich was encouraging him to say "yes we should pack it 
in" 
if Vigne had said this then he would've found himself pushed out. Subsequently he learned that 
Leftwich actually meant it. It was a bad time. They had had some dropouts of members. He 
remembers for instance Flip Green recalls an important member of the organization both in terms 
of 
quality and skills deciding to pull out and this being very bad for morale and potentially fear that 
people 
who left my talk. He seemed to think that she let Claire had also withdrawn. Interesting to that 
John 
Claire was so angry at the ARM because says Vigne he had not been invited to participate but 
this 
was not personal rather it was because they didn't think that to members of the same family 
should be 
in the organization. Says I Should Not Tell Leftwich the Story. 
-1 reminded him of the Hirson story is that at one point when Hirson was in Cape Town and 
meeting 
with Leftwich and others -- Leftwich had attacked Eddie a because he no longer believed in 
sabotage 
and Hirson by contrast argued that members of the ARM did not have to believed in sabotage 
Vigne 
remembers the meeting but not in detail. But he remembers hearing from some informant that 
when 
the informant was being interrogated by the police he was shown a picture of Randolph and I 
presume 
Hirson and perhaps Leftwich coming out of some building. A Randolph of course shouldn't have 
been 
with these people that that they never pursued it. 
- we talked about Mike Schneider he mentions that to Schneider was probably at the cops 
meeting. 
Schneider was apparently much influenced by David Soggat and got involved as we know it 
through 
the Johannesburg people. Mentions the story of his dramatic escape. 
-- and then talked about Alan Brooks and Tony True. Apparently true that taught at the 
University of 
Norwich and later was very important with Defense and AID. 
-then had a longish talk about Stephanie Kemp. Her boyfriends. Naive. 
- they never issued any statements of the actions. The idea was that they would stay absolutely 
secret until such time that they could do something that would make "a big hit" and "crashes 
through". They had "trivial discussions" about whether they should leave behind after an action 
some 
sort of decal -- something like the CND sign. Others thought that this was silly. Initially, the 
national committee had agreed that no statements should be made -- of any kind. But eventually 
add a 
regional meeting Randolph was outvoted and Leftwich went to Johannesburg and came back 
with the 
name change and the the new manifesto which I recall he initially thought was not radical 
enough but 



then changed presumably in consultation with the people in Johannesburg. 
-- we then talked about how essential Leftwich was there. The that he was a always wanted the 
epicenter of things and to know everything that. A Randolph then remembered to that to against 
all 
the rules and regulations he had actually kept copies, he thought, of the code names and thus 
the 
police had been able to break the organization. This is not quite right of course. I think he's also 
wrong about how important than Lin Van der Riet was in the police finding out about things. He 
thinks 
that the police were engaged in a frantic search for suitcases because they'd heard that the 
suitcases 
contained dynamite which might explode. I think he has the spot of the story wrong. 
-- we then went into the story of his escape. Apparently Gillian had become very ill and was 
going to 
go to Port Elizabeth to convalescent for a few months at Randolph's parents house. She was 
taking 
the children and the nurse brackets as he says South African style - Leftwich was supposed to 
drive 
her that the last-minute said that he could not go - which is ironic in itself. Perhaps if he had 
gone he 
would not have been arrested. Anyway Randolph, slightly ticked off, called Captain Russeau 
and 
asked for permission to take Gillian. He of course was not allowed outside the Cape Town area 
because of his bann. He was given permission and took Gillian to Port Elizabeth. On the 
Sunday he 
went to the airport to pick up a family member bought a Sunday Times and saw him to stop press 
that's Adrian and Lynn had been arrested. Randolph then got Norman Bromberger to drive into 
Cape 
Town. He had not told Gillian that he was a member of the ARM although she suspected that 
"something was going on". He said to the that the ARM he had to be going a bad some "their 
lives 
would change a bit " but that everything would be okay. He and Bromberger discuss the matter 
all the 
way to Cape Town and Randolph pretty much decided that he was definitely going to run her. 
Bromberger was much less certain and he in fact appeared on the dock on the day that 
Randolph left. 
Meanwhile, there they were hearing that the spike had been picked up - this was all on the radio 
and 
this concern for Randolph that he definitely had to run. When he got to Cape Town he spent one 
night 
at his home how and then the next night at the sea point hotel a. Then he got in touch with 
somebody 
who he does not want to name was said okay where going to hide you. This is much easier said 
than 
done because every person that one think so who could be a helper is obviously the soda 
person that 
the special brawn down and would think of as well or it might be a person who would say no and 
perhaps give the game away a her it's extremely difficult. Randolph now remembers that in fact 
both 
he and Bromberger on the trip down to Cape Town had not yet decided that they would definitely 
going 
to run -- that they would try to hide. But the difficulties of hiding made it clear to Randolph that 
he 
would have to leave·on the other hand Bromberger felt that he was relatively safe because 
perhaps the 
Grahamstown people had not really done very much. Next line believed that 



circles. There were very strict about not talking about people that your new although he does 
remember one "black member" talking to frankly on another mission and this shocked Randolph. 
But 
we should remember that when they organization broke up there were many people that 
Randolph 
didn't know had been members. He did I ever know all the members of the regional committee 
by their 
real names. Randolph represented his cell at the regional level and sometimes represented 
Cape 
Town at the national level. 
He mentions that two of the black members had come to Cape Town and he certainly didn't know 
what then names were. He'd also met another of the black members in Johannesburg. 
He mentions that the cells did discussed not only action but ideological issues but I get the 
impression that this was more at the national level where he says that Hirson and the Pragers 
nowhere constantly it talking about the need to put forth a program and also perhaps to change 
the 
name. However his sense was that the majority agreed with him at least until near the end that it 
was 
much too early to make a statement and to set out goals because they were still at the early 
training 
stage. 
1 raised the question about linkage with the ANC or PAC and Randolph says that both these 
organizations were regarded as "unreachable". But there was the feeling that if they could 
establish 
some sort of effective leadership within the or within South Africa -- I suppose particular this 
would've 
been the case with PAC -- then the NCL would be the organization that through their actions and 
so 
forth would be able to bring them together. He didn't think that anyone particularly wanted to join 
up 
with the ANC for instance the or PAC for that matter . But there was debate about the need for a 
program and for instance the Pragers would argue that until there was a clear-cut socialist 
oriented 
program then be a ARM was really running around and circles. 
The NCL was supposed to be the committee of another organization which Randolph can't 
remember 
the name of which was supposed to be the political mass base. (I wonder if this is supposed to 
be 
the African freedom movement). But he emphasizes that this of course was the early days and 
the I 
think he implies that this was more theoretical than a real possibility for one thing they had no 
money 
there was certainly not getting anything from Lang. 
They had almost Fabian approach to these issues that is go slow and develop first and this was 
true 
also of the so-called mass political front. They certainly couldn't have run a political front and the 
NCL 
at the same time and would have had to develop something like the Sinn Fein which keeps at 
arm's 
length from the IRA He also mentions the example of Algeria. the AFM was to be basis for a 
mass 
organisation but this was not just to be the NCL. 
He makes interesting point that M. K. grew out of the ANC and they were doing it almost the 
other 
way around mainly creating a mass base out of a military arm. 
But the main point is that they did not have any money so lots of these issues were rather moot. 



They 
understood they needed to take almost a Fabian approach ir in the sense of go slow. 
" Lamg stole it all". Says no money or v little from Lang. Some maoney raised by the 
"Rhodesians" 
then under my proding says "bermans". Mentions the glass shipment from England. Lang may 
have paid for that. 
But the idea was that the AF M. would incorporate elements of the ANC and 
become the mass base. We would build it up as well. ie AFM. We knew money was there and 
kept 
writing 
and saying why is all tied up up in this bloody plane and boat " None of which we had any say in 

whatever .. 
I raised the issue of his work in the Transkei. He calls himself the dog's body to Sabata -Poto 
was a 
broken reed. The idea was to present ideas toSabata and help mobilize opposition to bunt 
authorities. 
At the same time his contact with help them identify people who might help with the NCL later on. 
They had some strange discussions Watson being in on one where theyM had to decide whether 
to 
associate themselves with attempts to assassinate Mantanzima -- they were many attempts 
being 
made -- and they agreed to that do they would them not be so associated that Watson did want 
to 
participate in this. They were not pious about all of this but of the same time he says they were 
Simon Pure -- not sure about the contradiction here . 
I raised the issue also of a Patrick Duncan. Patrick had broken his banning order and escaped 
to 
Basutoland where he said up to trading stores which were in fact used by PAC. Randolph went 
to 
visit with one ARM member and one on ARM member. THE BUT l'M NOT SURE WHAT HE 
DISCUSSED WITH DUNCAN. Later on he says he went to see Duncan wears Eddie Daniels 
and 
Adrian Leftwich Watson may also have visited Duncan. I think he said to that the ARM visit with 
Leftwich and Daniels to the Transkei was in fact to meet key people there who might be useful 
later 
on. At these meetings he says he would do his political stuff for the Liberal party and then they 
would 
always asked the guns do. These were secret meetings that were held at night - and there's 
some 
gray beard would always end up saying "where you give us guns". The next section was little 
rough. 
He was not involved in the Pindoland uprising. He was in West Pondoland. HE NOW SAYS 
THAT 
HE WAS BANNED AT THE END OF 1963 -- THIS NEEDS CHECKING .. A him it's interesting 
that 
the use to spend 10 days to two weeks a in the Transkei. 
I believe he said that the much of his work in the Transkei was in April and May of 1962. But the 
same time he says he used to visit every couple of months. There was no ANC and the 
Transkei. 
There was a wonderful man called Timothy Mbuzo nominally the ANC rep?? Who was the ANC 
representative and whom Randolph used to stay with but he said down that he never got money 
volume responses to letters from the ANC. 
Randolph's task was to try and coordinate the various anti groups. The difficulty was having to 
work with 
chiefs. Many of them were more concerned about their jobs then opposing Bantu authorities. It 
was 



hard to get them to act. They were very week. Taking people to the Transkei to meet possible 
future 
contacts was strictly stage two in terms of the ARM. 
Duncan was an affiliate of the ARM. They took him into the confidence he was a possible source 
of 
funds he had a base and he was ready for this kind of action but it never got going because 
Duncan 
had left South Africa. Duncan tried to set up another base in Botswana and went to the CIA for 
help 
but they turned them down. 
Another person taken to the Transkei was the colored boyfriend of Joan Lox/Cox? 
We went over the number of national meetings that they'd had. 
There was the first meeting in Johannesburg 
then there was a meeting in Cape Town that you attended. In fact that might have been to 
meetings in 
Cape Town 
then there were at least two more in Johannesburg. Randolph missed one of the other he stayed 
with 
the Pragers and I think with the Langs. At these meetings by and they face the serious 
organizational 
questions. They were fairly desperate predictive of funds and were very concerned about 
training. 
They were not that anxious to expand membership so recruitment wasn't the big issue. The 
meetings 
would be chaired by a role or wrote a wall Randolph. 
the Watson apparently attended one of the national meetings and got into a huge fight with 
Rhoda 
Prager and upset her terribly. Randolph can't remember the reason. But it was just that Watson 
could be bloody-minded. He tended to complain all the time. 
They would also discussed targets, sequences and the issue supplies. Note they were ahead of 
their 
time because in subsequent years a large amount of money was available to organizations like 
this. 
On a matter of money and they did have someone --A. Trotskyites come from Italy but nothing 
came 
of this. There was another source you gave them $25 per month and another small amount 
came from 
someone in the northern England. 
RV is very skeptical about Lang's claims about using the plane to take out refugees and 
especially the 
nurses 

Notes on second interview not coompleted .. 


